PARTNERS &
COLLABORATORS

ABOUT US
InQuik is a new approach to
cost effective & efficient bridge
construction using conventional
reinforced concrete methods.
The InQuik bridge system has been
collaboratively developed with the
engineering firm SMEC and the reinforcing steel supplier ARC, to bring
this innovative bridge product to the
global market.
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THE PRODUCT
The InQuik® bridge is a semi-modular
system, where the integrated steel
formwork and reinforcing components are
pre-fabricated off-site, then completed
when concrete is poured on-site. It is
fully self-supporting, and the formwork
is aesthetic and sacrificial, so beneath the
steel form is a conventional in-situ poured
reinforced concrete bridge.

HOW IT WORKS

BENEFITS
Feature

CONSTRUCTION
The InQuik Bridging System design contains
two major components: a metal tray, which
defines the shape of the bridge deck and
girders; and the reinforcing mesh which
is connected to the tray and structurally
supports it. This results in panels that can be
placed on-site before the concrete is poured,
with no need for external formwork supports.

TRANSPORTATION
4 deck panels are transportable per standard
semi-trailer or container format.

Prefabricated in an
- reduced technical risk
SAI Global accredited - meets SM1600 rating
facility & pre-certified - typical 4 week delivery
Simple assembly &
construction method

INSTALLATION
Once on-site, the bridge can be craned into
place using a HIAB or light-weight crane.
N40 concrete is then poured into the bridge
deck, creating a single homogeneous slab - an
important advantage of this system.

The two main components of the InQuik system
are the deck panels and abutments/wing walls.
The abutments work in a similar way to the deck,
with an integrated reinforcement-formwork
system that is simply placed on footings and
filled with concrete.

- reduce install & site
time (typically 3-4 days)
- less project complexity
- use semi-skilled labour

Self-supporting deck - no external props or
panels and abutments temporary formwork
- less environmental
impact
Lightweight parts, top- - can use lightweight/
down install
HIAB crane
- lower transport costs
- great for hard-toaccess areas
- reduced WHS risk
Versatile design

A two-lane bridge can be constructed from three
panels with spacers, and placed on abutments.

Benefit

- variable deck lengths/
widths, good for nonstandard & multi-span
projects

